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With CIFA Vista the Job Site Enters a New Era 
The new system for managing maintenance, emergency breakdown assistance and  

machinery operation 
 
 
Senago (Milan, Italy), 2nd December 2020 – CIFA continues along the path of innovation and work site 
digitalisation, with the launch of a new technology: CIFA Vista.  
 

“It would be reductive to describe CIFA Vista merely as a technological innovation, as it is a new concept 
of machinery management: a system that enables fleet control, maintenance programming, distance 
diagnostics and troubleshooting, remotely and from a single view point", Marco Polastri, Sales, 
Aftersales and Marketing Director at CIFA, explains.  

 
CIFA Vista is the new remote machinery monitoring system: in terms of hardware it consists of an 
electronic control unit that collects data from the machine and with a data SIM sends it to the software, which 
thanks to a simple and intuitive interface, enables the monitoring of position, activities and different operation 
parameters of fleet machinery, thus facilitating troubleshooting and the programming of interventions. The 
main functions involve: 
 
• After-sales services management 
• Preventive maintenance 
• Troubleshooting/ intervention  
• Monitoring of machinery functions/ activities 
 
Both real time data and data sourced from the machine log are available, so as to compare and keep the 
evolution of multiple parameters under control, such as daily production output or fuel consumption. Each user 
(dealer or end customer) has full information on his machinery to hand and access to data to enable the 
programming of preventive maintenance, based on the amount of concrete pumped and hours worked. 
Another characteristic of the system is its ability to simplify distance diagnostics operations and 
consequently act on the problem, thus determining a significant reduction in machine downtime. In this 
way machine longevity and work continuity are both guaranteed. 
Anti-theft functions are also available for the setting of alarms linked to position or hours, typically at night, so 
that specific notifications are activated whenever the machine is moved beyond pre-set areas or times. 
CIFA Vista is available for pump trucks, concrete pumps and will be extended to the entire range. 
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